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About This Game

In Global Soccer Manager 2017 there are no restrictions, the whole world becomes playable!

Do you want to reach one of the top leagues starting from the Costa Rican or Ugandan 2nd division? It's up to you!

Of course, you can simply choose one of the best clubs or national teams in the world and enjoy winning trophies. Your team
needs a new central defender? Look around, maybe you'll find the next star in Nigeria or in Japan!

Looking for new challenges? Check for available jobs from all over the world!

The 210 playable nations (from which 21 comes with realish player databases) and the 4000+ playable clubs guarantees truely
infinite hours to play.
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---{Graphics}---
\u2610 Masterpiece
\u2611 Beautiful
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Will do
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful
---{Gameplay}---
\u2610 Try not to get addicted
\u2611 Very good
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Nothing special
\u2610 Ehh
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Awful

---{Audio}---
\u2610 Eargasm
\u2610 Very good
\u2611 Good
\u2610 Decent
\u2610 Not too bad
\u2610 Bad
\u2610 Earrape

---{Audience}---
\u2610 0+
\u2610 3+
\u2610 7+
\u2611 12+
\u2610 16+
\u2610 18+
\u2610 21+

---{PC Requirements}---
\u2610 Check if you can run the calculator
\u2610 Potato
\u2610 Minimum
\u2610 Decent
\u2611 Fast
\u2610 Rich boy
\u2610 Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulity}---
\u2610 Just press some buttons
\u2610 Easy
\u2610 Significant brain usage
\u2611 Easy to learn \/ Hard to master
\u2610 Not so easy
\u2610 Difficult
\u2610 Dark Souls
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---{Story}---
\u2611 Epic
\u2610 Lovely
\u2610 Good
\u2610 Average
\u2610 Not great
\u2610 Something is not nothing I guess
\u2610 Doesn't have

---{Game Time}---
\u2610 Endless
\u2610 Very Long
\u2610 Long
\u2611 Depends on you
\u2610 Not too short
\u2610 Short
\u2610 Long enough for a cup of tea

---{Price}---
\u2610 Buy now
\u2610 Consider to buy it
\u2611 Worth the price
\u2610 Wait for sale
\u2610 Maybe if you have some spare money left
\u2610 Do not buy it
\u2610 Do not throw money into a trash can

---{Bugs}---
\u2610 Never had any
\u2610 Minor bugs
\u2610 Few bugs
\u2611 Some bugs
\u2610 Can get annoying
\u2610 Ruining the game
\u2610 The game itself is a bug. RADIUM is a game I like VERY much. I anticipated a significant challenge, and something
worth a try to entertain myself for at least an hour or so. I got SO much more for a very low price. ($2.49US on sale.)

The premise is that a ball is to be moved through many different maze-type layouts. Nothing new there. But what is new is the
method of movement. Two turrets(?) shoot rays from opposite sides of the screen, as the player requests by means of the arrow
buttons, to pull the ball toward that spot in order to progress through the layout. That in itself is quite enough to add a challenge,
but the turrets (for lack of a better term) may do just the opposite and repel the ball. Or\u2026..the direction of attraction may
switch upon hitting a specific symbol. Sometimes frequently and repeatedly within the same level (pull\u2026 push\u2026
pull\u2026 push\u2026) And there may be saw-blade walls, floors and\/or ceilings that will \u201cpop\u201d the ball upon
contact. And sometimes, in addition to maneuvering through the maze, a player may be required to hit targets through the rather
imprecise control exercised through the turrets, THEN complete the maze. And of course, many and varied combinations of
everything mentioned above, to the tune of nearly 300 puzzles. I say puzzles, because this is far more than a simple arcade type
game. Quite frequently the only way to complete the level is through momentum, the very force of gravity that must be
accumulated, then expressed through enough force to reach a point by which the circles are able to have a desired effect toward
success. The challenge can be just as significant as it sounds.

What makes this game even more special is that each level has three levels of completion: 1. 2 or 3 as measured by the
\u201ctabs\u201d of the radioactivity symbol. And until a certain number of success are reached, progress is blocked. But fear
not, this isn\u2019t a near impossible level of completion like \u201cDon\u2019t Shoot Yourself\u201d, but a level low enough
that it is unlikely a player will ever be blocked to the point of frustration. In fact, it\u2019s not unusual to have as many as 20
levels available, simply by repeated attempts for medium success (or better) by returning to earlier levels. Only at the very early
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stages have I ever hit the \u201cwall\u201d.

RADIUM rapidly becomes a Zen-like experience of giving up conscious control, and letting actions of the mind replace those
of the brain and fingers. And this begins quite quickly (at least in my case, which I don\u2019t imagine to be unusual.) This is
one of the best examples of combination puzzle\/arcade I\u2019ve seen, and a great game to play if you only have a few
minutes, or many hours. HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION.
. I feel like I paid for a race pack for warhammer 2 with a few exclusive campaigns for old-world dlc races.

I mean, the mortal empires campaign and the old world races in general are pretty good. The content is significant, as is the
contribution to its sequel. But that price point ain't right in the current state of the game.

Recommended ON SALE. Unless you're a huge warhammer nerd like me and would bite the bullet anyway. You'll enjoy what
the first game has to offer, but it's really an overpriced race and campaign pack.. Quite interesting. For what at first seems like a
mobile port of a Tower Defense it's actually more like a turn based strategy game with really unusual cartoon characters. The
multi-game mode is unorthodox and interesting.. Awesome game in VR. The selection of guns and other items is great, giving
you the ability to kill many zombies at once. I actually felt like I was being attacked when they overwhelmed me, great
immersion!!

This game was one of the games you get when purchasing a Vive.

Thanks for an awesome game!
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It's a good game and I enjoyed playing it, BUT there are WRONG and RIGHT choices. I started playing thinking that dark
choices would lead to a darker ending, of course, but "happy" or at least "bittersweet". Something like Amber becoming evil.
However, dark choices in most cases lead to terrible, sad endings for Amber and her romances. The info said there were no
wrong or right choices, but there are. You have to be a goodie two shoes if you want the main character to have a successful
relationship. And... meh. Dark choices are more interesting and in a lot of cases, make more sense Why should Amber kneel
before that imbecile of a knight? Nope, she's strong, smart and values herself. Why is it a bad choice that she refuses to kneel
before someone who is being racist and insulting her for no reason?

Apart from this, the music was really good and the time skip allowing the players to see the characters become adults was great
too. No complaints about the art, it was good. Maybe I was expecting a little more of plot, but I understand that this game relied
on the alchemy parts and if I choose to play it as a VN I loose a lot of content.. way too many unnecessary achievements
. Great puzzle game that requires a good eye and coordination. I love the ambient setting of the space and calm music score.
Some levels will require patience and calmness in order to workout the angles that the player needs to achieve in order to move
to the next puzzle. Looking forward to more releases :). There is plenty of potential here. Potential.

This game has flaws but the dev appreciates feedback and seems to be focused on makeing this game better. This is their first
effort. I would like to see this title and more like it. Like Sims titles so I will support this and watch for it to improve.

- Needs a QUIT button and a way to start a new game.

I don't LOVE this game as it is BUT I think the concept is worth supporting. So I will.

With this in mind I will give it a positive thumbs up for now.. The game was fun but very short-lived. I spent maybe 3 hours
before completing it and the bonus level. I would recommend giving a timer for the hints like many other games and not
allowing people to skip every puzzle so quickly. For the price, it was great.. This is the only DLC for Hero Siege that comes
with two new player classes, though one of them is locked until you defeat the DLC's boss, which I have not yet done. I have
used the Demon Slayer though, and he's a lot of fun, what with his life\/mana steal ability. As always, the new relics are a
welcome addition.
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